To all Building Dreams supporters
12/26/18 update

# 10

#9

# 11

# 12

Building Dreams - mission accomplished! As planned, on December 6th we completed our 12th
Tiny House unit since we began the program a year ago - on December 3rd 2017. Eight of the units
are on sites and doing their job – giving warm, dry, secure sheltering to homeless. Building Dreams’
final four units will soon be delivered to sites scheduled to open around the first of the year.
Now what? - As soon as
#’s 9,10,11,&12 were pulled
out of the warehouse, their
fabrication sites were replaced
with four of LIHI’s incomplete
or damaged units and our
volunteer crews began working
on them.
You are welcome to join me
and the Building Dreams
volunteers as we try to complete
these by the end of January.
Contact me soon if you are
interested.

#13 – 16
(now in the warehouse)

Building Dreams’ future? – With LIHI still having access to the warehouse, and with Seattle’s
overwhelming need for shelter housing showing no signs of subsiding soon, continuing this shelter
building program in some fashion seems like the right thing to do. What form Building Dreams will
take is yet to be determined. Stay tuned!
And a final thank you – Goal driven to a fault, I had no doubt in my mind that I would be able to
meet my personal goal of completing 12 Tiny House units in 2018. What I didn’t know was how
many people would join with me in this effort, both with financial support and with hands on
manual labor. With your generous financial support I was able to design, build, and decorate what
I consider to be 12 attractive, comfortable, shelters - and with them, able to get 18 – 24 homeless
off the Seattle streets. Your spirit and enthusiasm in giving of your time, money, and verbal
support to this worthy cause has been overwhelming – to which I am extremely grateful.
Congratulations team!
Dale Hoff
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